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Abstract 
We are building a window system of the next generation which provides multiuser interface 
functions, called the BTRON2 window system. It facilitates the construction of multiuser 
interfaces by using structured distributed shared memories preserving interaction objects. 
The main benefit of this architecture is that it can clearly divide multiuser interface 
modules and application core modules, and keep high module dependency among them. 
The focus of this paper is to show that this architecture can provide high-level multiuser 
interface functions such as collision-resolving, multiple coupling policies, telepointers, and 
some classes of user interface independence. This paper also shows their implementation 
mechanisms, and, shortly, the result of its performance evaluation. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Currently, we are building the BTRON2* window system: a window system offering an 
integrated framework of the implementation of several sophisticated GUI techniques such 
as multiuser interfaces, scripting, distributed GUI applications, gestures, and assistive 
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technologies. This paper addresses multiuser interface issues of the BTRON2 window 
system, especially its software architecture and implementation mechanisms. 

Conventionally, groupware toolkits (Gibbs 1989)(Dewan & Chaudhary 1992)(Hill, et. al. 
1994) support the implementation of multiuser interfaces. They manage the consistence 
of the information displayed on multiple screens by sharing the semantics of the data 
variables. For example, to show multiple users the current temperature in a room, the 
most popular approach is to share directly a variable containing the temperature data and 
to manage access to that variable. Additionally, it usually offers a programming framework 
which helps to build constraints or relationships among this semantic data and its display. 
The benefit of this architecture is that it can change the view of the "temperature data" for 
each user. On the other hand, it strongly imposes its programming framework or language 
on groupware developers. They cannot choose programming frameworks or languages 
according to the characteristics of applications. 

To overcome this problem, we have developed a new architecture for our BTRON2 win
dow system, which is called the shared interaction object architecture (Koshizuka & Saka
mura 1993a)(Koshizuka & Sakamura 1995). This architecture implements the multiuser 
interface functions in rather low layers to minimize the restriction on the programming 
frameworks and languages of the functional cores of multiuser applications. To build co
herent views among multiple machines, our architecture shares interaction objects such 
as interaction parts, segmented graphics data, and text data. In the above example, our 
architecture shares "a volume bar object" representing the current temperature, not the 
variable containing the temperature data. 

Another feature of our architecture is that the distributed object sharing is implemented 
by structured distributed shared memories (SDSMs) specially tailored for GUI, which are 
called Window Real-Objects ( WROs). A multiuser application consists of the WRO and 
multiple parallel processes sharing it. Further, the processes can be classified into two 
according to their roles: user-agents for user interfaces and application cores for functional 
cores. They cooperate with each other by communicating and synchronizing via the WRO. 

The main purpose of this paper is to show that our architecture can provide non
collaborative applications with rich multiuser interface functions such as collision resolv
ing, multiple coupling policies, telepointers, and several classes of the user interface inde
pendence. Moreover, application programmer can easily implement higher-level functions 
such as the object difference. In the rest of this paper, we first make a brief overview of 
the design concept and software architecture of the BTRON2 window system, then show 
implementation mechanisms of its multiuser interface functions. 

2 DESIGN CONCEPT 

We have designed multiuser interface facilities of the BTRON2 window system on the 
basis of the following concept. 

* BTRON is the abbreviation for "Business TRON" and TRON is the abbreviation for "The Real-time 
Operating system Nucleus". BTRON is the operating system for workstations or personal computers in 
the TRON-concept computers, and BTRON2 is the second version of the BTRON. 
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Integrating with advanced GUI techniques: We have designed the BTRON2 window sys
tem not only for multiuser interfaces, but for an integrated support of many advanced GUI 
techniques, such as scripting (Koshizuka & Sakamura 1994), distributed GUI applications 
(Koshizuka & Sakamura 1993a), gestures with an electronic pen, and assistive technolo
gies (Koshizuka & Sakamura 1995). For example, it should allow groupware applications 
to be operated by scripting, by pen-gestures, or both of them. 

Supporting multiuser interfaces: It provides facilities for user interfaces of the real-time 
groupware such as multiuser editors, voting systems, multiuser presentation tools, and 
multiuser operation panels. 

A multiuser interface tool, not a groupware tool: We have designed the BTRON2 window 
system as a multiuser interface tool, which supports the multiuser interface portion of 
groupware, but is independent of the implementation of its semantics or models. It is not 
desirable that groupware programmers can use only a programming language specified 
by the window system. Our system should allow groupware developers to build multiuser 
applications with any programming language or framework suitable for applications. 

Supporting both collaborative and non-collaborative applications: It provides non-collabo
rative applications with not only the WYSIWIS-style shared window function but also 
richer multiuser functions, such as the user interface independence, multiple coupling poli
cies, and telepointers. It should also facilitate more advanced multiuser interface functions 
that can be provided only by explicit collaborative applications. 

Compatibility for the future rather than the past: Most groupware tool designers have 
considered the compatibility with conventional single user applications. Our aim is that all 
application programs built upon our new framework can be used as multiuser applications 
even if they are not developed as collaborative applications. Conventional single user 
applications will be used hereafter, but not forever. Thus, we think of new applications 
developed in the future more important. 
Data sharing in the interaction object level: Most conventional groupware tools share 
information in window events that is the lowest level or in semantic data that is the highest 
level. Our system builds multiuser interfaces by sharing information in the interaction 
objects that are objects in the middle level. 

3 SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE 

This section makes a brief overview of the software architecture of the BTRON2 window 
system. To help readers to understand our architecture, we show an interaction model 
called "whiteboard model" first. 

3.1 Whiteboard model 

The BTRON2 window system is based on whiteboard model, which can represent a broad 
range of GUis. 

Whiteboard model is a conceptual and intuitive model of GUI. Its essence is that users 
and computers communicate as we do using a whiteboard. We often see people communi
cate with each other using a white board: writing texts, drawing pictures, attaching magnet 
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People 

{a) Human communialion using a whileboard 

Figure 1 Whiteboard model. 

{b) Software architecture model 
of a GUI application based on 
the whiteboard model 

objects, etc (Figure 1-(a)). We can map this model into GUI: a whiteboard corresponds 
to a window, texts or pictures correspond to interaction objects, and people correspond 
to users and application programs (Figure 1-(b)) . 

This model offers two important characteristics for multiuser interfaces. First, the com
munication does not depend on the number of people. Second, one can join and/or leave 
the communication session. 

3.2 Architecture overview 

In the BTRON2 environment, a GUI application consists of SDSMs, called Window Real
ObjecfB (WROs), and multiple processes sharing them. These processes can be classified 
into user-agents and application cores. A user-agent implements user interfaces, and an 
application core implements semantics of GUI applications (Figure 2). 

A WRO is an abstraction of a window t, and it corresponds one-to-one to a window 
or a panel on a screen. It contains a structured set of interaction object data that can 
be displayed on a window. The data include text data, segmented graphic object data, 
interaction parts, menus, file icons, etc. 

A user-agent implements the user interface or the view /controller of GUI applications. 
It controls the behavior of interaction objects and provides the lexical and syntactical 
feedback of GUI applications. As for input, it watches actions of input devices such as 
button presses/releases of a pointing device (PD), key up/down, and so on. It handles 
these inputs and applies the user's operations to WROs. Conversely, it also visualizes 
interaction objects stored in WROs. When it receives an abstract event (see Section 3.3) 
from WROs, it reflects the change in the WROs onto windows. 

tHere, by the term "window", we mean a 2D space exposed on a screen through a window frame. 
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Figure 2 Software architecture of the BTRON2 window system. 
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An application core implements the semantics and the functional core of GUI applica
tions. The application core always interacts with user-agents via WROs. It can output 
information by storing or updating interaction objects in WROs. Conversely, it can get 
user's inputs by receiving abstract events from WROs or retrieving data from them. Usu
ally, groupware developers build only application cores. 

In our architecture, the WRO is the most fundamental component, which defines the 
way of communication among user-agents and application cores. We are expecting two 
types of software vendors around this architecture: application core vendors and user-agent 
vendors. This is similar to the World Wide Web (W3) framework . For the W3, the HTML 
data format is the most fundamental specification, and the W3 framework has two types 
vendors: httpd server vendors and W3 client vendors. The former provides application cores 
of the W3 system and the latter offers user-agents of it. As for our system, we provide 
a WRO and only a standard/basic user-agent. We expect other vendors to develop more 
powerful or more specialized user-agents. In this paper, we call the user-agent and WROs 
as "the BTRON2 window system" . 

3.3 Window Real-Object 

A Window Real-Object (WRO) is the key facility for the multiuser interface functions 
of the BTRON2 window system, since it offers distributed data sharing facility, access 
control to the data, and so on. This section shows programming interfaces of a WRO and 
its implementation mechanisms. 

Window calls are the programming interface of a WRO. They consist of procedures 
which 1) create, 2) read, 3) delete, 4) update, 5) operate, 6) lock, and 7) unlock inter
action objects. This interface is so simple that most extensible programming languages 
can provide window calls. Figure 3 shows the C interface and Figure 4 shows the Lisp 
interface of the window calls. User-agents and application cores are equally interfaced to 
a WRO by the window calls. 

Spatial addressing is also a feature of a WRO. A WRO provides not only object id 
addressing, but also spatial addressing that uses spatial information of a window as a key 
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int cre_obj(u_int wroid, u_int adr_mode, uint type, char •obj_body, 
u_int size, u_int hint); 

int rea_obj(u_int wroid, u_int adr_mode, AKEY •key, char •return_obj_body, 
u_int •r_size, u_int hint); 

int del_obj(u_int vroid, u_int adr_mode, AKEY •key, u_int hint); 
int upd_obj(u_int vroid, u_int adr_mode, AKEY •key, TGSF field, 

char •nevvalue, u_int hint); 
int ope_obj(u_int vroid, u_int adr_mode, AKEY •key, u_int operation, 

u_int info, u_int hint); 
int loc_obj(u_int vroid, u_int adr_mode, AKEY •key, u_int hint); 
int unl_obj(u_int vroid, u_int adr_mode, AKEY •key, u_int hint); 

Figure 3 The C interface of window calls. 

(cre_obj wroid adr_mode type obj hint) 
(rea_obj wroid adr_mode key hint) 
(del_obj wroid adr_mode key hint) 
(upd_obj vroid adr_mode key field nevvalue hint) 
(ope_obj vroid adr_mode key operation info hint) 
(loc_obj vroid adr_mode key hint) 
(unl_obj wroid adr_mode key hint) 

Figure 4 The Lisp interface of window calls. 

to retrieve objects as follows. Point addressing uses a point on the window as the key. 
This facilitates a window call such as "delete the object just under the point (123, 567)." 
Region addressing uses a rectangular region as the key to retrieve objects overlapped with 
or fully contained in the region. This supports a window call such as "read data of all 
objects overlapped with the region (241, 20)-(310, 125)". Additionally, the WRO offers 
focus addressing, which is necessary for a window call such as "delete selected objects". A 
user-agent issues this window call when detecting that a user presses the delete key of a 
keyboard. 

An abstract event is an asynchronous event message that is generated when a process 
updates interaction objects, and is sent to processes which have expressed interests in the 
event. It conveys the differential information of a WRO, such as "value of the volume 
is updated from 24 to 52". It is more abstract than conventional window events, which 
notify the action of input devices, such as "a PD button is pressed at (142, 45) on the 
window". 

There are several features of the abstract events as a control transfer mechanism among 
user-agents and application cores. First, it can invoke processes written in any language 
even if the language can potentially receive asynchronous messages. Second, it can invoke 
processes running on remote machines. Furthermore, it can invoke multiple processes in 
parallel. Lastly, it can change connections between WROs and processes on run-time. 
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Figure 5 Sample behavior of multiuser applications. 

3.4 Sample behavior 

Next, we show sample behavior of a multiuser application, in which a user operates a 
volume bar on a shared window (see Figure 5). First, a user A presses a PD button 
just upon the bar knob. A user-agent is notified of the press (1), then it retrieves the 
object just under the cursor position by issuing the read window call (2) . From its return 
value, the user-agent knows that the user is pressing just upon a volume bar. Successively, 
the user drags the bar knob, and the user-agent displays feedback of the operation (3) . 
When the user finishes dragging, the user-agent issues an update window call to modify 
the volume bar object (4). As soon as the WRO processes the modification, it generates 
abstract events notifying of the modification and sends them to other user-agents and 
application cores (5). Every user-agent redraws the volume bar on a window, and the 
application core executes its semantic action according to the update (6). If necessary, 
the application cores display results of their semantic actions by updating objects in the 
WRO. 

In this example, the drag operation is propagated to other users' screens only when the 
operation terminates (complete coupling) . A WRO provides another mode (incremental 
coupling), which is addressed in the following section. 

3.5 Coherence algorithm 

Here, we describe coherence algorithm of WROs. We have adopted full-replication algo
rithm for WROs, in which a complete copy is always made on each sharing machine. 
The full-replication algorithm can process read operations effectively with no message on 
networks. The performance of the read window calls is important for GUI applications 
since they are always issued when feedback is returned to users. Moreover, from our expe
riences, the number of invocations of the read calls is much larger than other window calls 
in GUI applications. Thus, efficient execution of the read calls can shorten the response 
time, and increase the total performance of human-computer interactions. 
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Figure 6 Coherence algorithm of a WRO. 

Window calls other than the read calls update data in a WRO. Without proper coher
ence algorithm, these calls may cause inconsistency among their copies. A WRO imple
ments simple coherence algorithm, in which a server in a WRO called distribution server 
serializes all operations with updates. In the following, we show the algorithm using an 
example. A WRO is distributed over three machines: A, B, and C . Its distribution server 
resides on A. When a user applies an operation on B, the user-agent on B issues an 
update call (1). The update call is forwarded to the distribution server on A (2). The 
distribution server first applies the update call upon the replicated data on the original 
host B (3). Then, the distribution server applies it upon other hosts (4) . Abstract events 
notify every user-agent of the update (5). Figure 6 shows this behavior. 

When a window call operation is applied to all machines, the originally requesting 
machine is given the top priority. This technique assures constant response time regardless 
of the number of machines that have copies. 

4 IMPLEMENTATION OF MULTIUSER INTERFACE FUNCTIONS 

This section describes implementation mechanisms of multiuser interface functions of 
real-time groupware. 

4.1 Collision resolving 

A WRO offers a facility to resolve collisions among multiple users. It resolves collisions in 
two ways. The first one is for collisions with instant operations, such as clicking a button, 
pushing a key, and tapping a graphical object. An instant operation is implemented by 
one window call. Thus, the window call serialization facility of a WRO can simply resolve 
the collisions of this class. This means that only one user can apply an instant operation 
to a shared window at a time. 

The second one is for collisions with long-term operations, such as dragging a volume 
knob, moving an object, and reshaping an object. These collisions are resolved by a 
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transactive protocol between a user-agent and a WRO. Before the long-term operation, 
the user-agent always locks interaction objects by a lock window call. Then, it applies 
the long-term operation, and unlocks by an unlock window call. The WRO always refuses 
operations onto objects locked by other processes. For example, as Figure 7, when two 
long-term operations conflict, the lock window call of the latter fails. Then, the user-agent 
of the latter finds that the object is locked, and it immediately aborts the long-term 
operation. This means that, while a user is applying a long-term operation, another user 
cannot apply another operation onto the same object. Nevertheless, the user can apply 
operations onto different objects on the same window. 

The user-agent notifies users of the lock state by graying a locked object (Kondo, 
et. a!. 1993). Figure 8 is an example of the grayed locked object. The left figure shows 
an AUTO switch in the locked state, and the right figure shows in in the unlocked state. 
This graying indicates users that operations on the object will be refused because another 
user is operating it, and they know that they cannot operate the grayed object. 

4.2 Coupling 

The multiuser interface manages the consistence among interaction objects displayed 
on different windows. This functionality is called coupling. The BTRON2 window system 
supports two kinds of coupling: incremental coupling and complete coupling. Suppose an 
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Figure 9 Complete coupling and incremental coupling. 

example of a volume bar on a shared panel. When a user is scrolling the volume smoothly, 
volumes on other screens are always consistent in the incremental coupling. They are 
consistent only at releasing a PD button in the complete coupling. Which coupling is 
the better depends on applications, performance of target machines/networks, and so 
on. Thus, the BTRON2 window system supports both kinds of coupling. These coupling 
functions are implemented as follows. 

Complete coupling: A user-agent implements the complete coupling by issuing an update 
window call only when a user finishes one operation sequence. For example, while a user 
drags a knob of a volume bar, the user-agent only draws a frame of the volume knob as 
the feedback of the dragging. It issues an update call just when it receives a PD release 
event from a PD (Figure 9-(a)) . 

Incremental coupling: A user-agent implements the incremental coupling by issuing pe
riodically update window calls during the user's operation. In the example of the volume 
dragging, when receiving a PD press event, a user-agent issues an update window call. A 
WRO handles it, then generates abstract events notifying the update. The user-agent re
ceives the abstract event and draws the volume knob. This operation sequence is repeated 
until it receives a PD release event (Figure 9-(b)). In this implementation, a user can ad
just the period for the window call issuing (coupling interval) according to applications or 
performance of computer/network environments. 

4.3 Telepointer 

To show actions of other users, the BTRON2 window system can display their PD 
cursors ( telepointers) on shared windows (Figure 10). In the BTRON Human Interface 
Specification, a PD pointer looks like a human's right hand pointing to the upper-left 
direction. A telepointer is also a human right hand but pointing to the lower-right direction 
(Kondo, et. a!. 1993). This is a metaphor in that a local user is operating a window from 
its lower-right side and other remote users from its upper-left side . 

To support telepointers, a WRO provides a facility to store the information of telepoint
ers. Each user-agent periodically stores its PD cursor position and its shape to a WRO. 
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Figure 10 A normal PD cursor and telepointer on a shared window. 

Conversely, it periodically retrieves the information of all telepointers from WROs, and 
displays them on windows. This periodical storing/retrieving is handled by the cyclic 
tasks of the user-agent. Each user-agent defines the period on run-time according to the 
performance of collaborating machines. When only high-performance machines share the 
WRO, each user-agent stores its PD cursor information in a very short period for smooth 
move. On the contrary, when the environment contains a slow machine, the period should 
be long. 

4.4 User interface independence 

User interface independence is also an important issue for multiuser interfaces. The user 
interface independence provides different views of the same semantic data. The concept of 
the different view is not so simple that it contains several classes. We identify three classes 
of the different views: geometrical difference, media difference, and object difference. 

Geometrical difference is the difference of several physical attributes of windows, such as 
magnification, location on a screen, and scroll positions. Media difference is the difference 
of the representation media of interaction objects. For example, a value of a volume bar 
is presented graphically for a user, and in the speech output for another user such as 
"value of the volume part A is just seventy-three." Object difference is the difference of 
interaction objects themselves. For example, a user sees the current temperature of a 
room in numerical digits, and another user sees it in a volume bar. The BTRON2 window 
system can offer the geometrical and media difference transparently from application 
cores. It also provides a facility that allows multiuser application developers to build the 
object difference. 

First, it is very easy to support the geometrical difference. Since user-agents define pa
rameters specifying the mapping of an interaction object set onto screens, each participant 
of a multiuser application can set these attributes as he/she likes. 

We can provide the media difference by replacing our standard user-agent with a special 
one. For example, to provide speech user interfaces to GUI applications, we use an auditory 
user-agent. The left picture of Figure 11 shows a sample module structure that a blind 
user and a well-eyed user are collaborating by using a multiuser application. 

This media difference is useful for resolving the multi-platform problem of the multiuser 
interface. Users can change the design of interaction objects as they prefer by tailoring 
their own user-agents. This is because the window call/abstract event interface is inde
pendent of any interaction style such as Motif (Open Software Foundation 1990) and 
OPENLOOK (Sun Microsystems 1989). For example, a user can use a multiuser applica-
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Figure 12 Implementation of the object independence using the local attribute. 

tion in the Motif style, while another user uses it in the OPEN LOOK style (Figure 11 
right). We are planning this multi-platform implementation but have not implemented it 
on our pilot system yet. 

The BTRON2 window system cannot provide the object independence transparently 
from application cores because objects themselves are shared. It only provides a primi
tive that helps collaboration-aware applications to provide the object independence. The 
primitive is the local attribute of interaction objects in a WRO. Interaction objects with 
the local attribute can be seen by only one user. 

With this primitive and the window call/abstract event programming interface, pro
grammers can easily implement consistent but different interaction objects. For example, 
suppose that there are a pair of different objects with the local attribute in a WRO. 
When an application receives an update event from one of the pair, it updates another 
pair consistently by issuing an update window call (Figure 12). 
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4.5 Application core distribution 

The BTRON2 window system can facilitate the parallel and distributed processing of the 
functional core portion of GUI applications. In our system, the functional core portion 
can be decomposed into multiple cooperative application cores. Moreover, since the WRO 
is distributed, each application core can run in parallel and on a suitable machine for 
its execution (Koshizuka & Sakamura 1993a). Figure 13 is an example of the module 
configuration of a distributed graphic editor. A file access unit and a spell check unit run 
on a file server machine, and a printing unit runs on a printer server machine. 

Moreover, our architecture allows us to apply these distributed application cores several 
parallel processing classes such as result, specialist, and agenda parallelism (Carriero & 
Gelernter 1989)(Koshizuka & Sakamura 1993a). 

5 EXAMPLES 

Figure 14 is a multiuser graphic editor, which is a sample application program built 
upon the BTRON2 window system. In this figure, two shared windows are displayed on 
a single screen. Next, Figure 15 is a screen of algorithm animation of the tower of hanoi, 
which is implemented by the combination of the multiuser editor and our scripting system 
(Koshizuka & Sakamura 1994). In this example, a script interpreter with the window call 
interface shares the WRO managed by the graphic editor, and applies repeatedly move 
operations onto graphical objects in the WRO. The scripting language is scheme, and the 
interpreter is based on xscheme (Bets 1991). If this window is shared by multiple users, 
this editor can work as a simple presentation tool. 
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Figure 14 A screen example of a multiuser graphic editor. 

Figure 15 Algorithm animation of "tower of hanoi". 
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6 PILOT SYSTEM AND ITS PERFORMANCE 

We are implementing a pilot system of the BTRON2 window system. The target machine 
is the PC9340 (Mitsubishi 1992) workstation, which is equipped with a GMICR0/100 :j:, 

the ITRON/FILE § (Sakamura 1992) kernel, and the NIEP (Maesawa, et. al. 1993) net
work system. 

To increase the performance of our pilot system, we have adopted several implemen
tation techniques. The WRO is implemented by using an R-tree (Guttman 1984) and 
full-replication algorithm (see Section 3.5). In addition to this, we have adopted other 
special implementation techniques for user-agents. In short, we have implemented the 
user-agent with multiple tasks and applied them a priority-based real-time scheduling 
algorithm (Koshizuka & Sakamura 1993b), that allows user-agents to process important 
feedback prior to unimportant one. 

With the benefit of these techniques, the BTRON2 window system can attain sufficient 
performance. To evaluate it, we have measured the response time to the user's operation 
on a shared window. In our experiment, we have stored twelve rectangular segments in 
a WRO, each of which is filled with the 50% gray pattern. Then, we have measured the 
response time when a user resizes the segment into the size of 30x30 pixels with a PD. It is 
measured by the passing time since the user released the PD button, until the user-agent 
finished drawing that reflects the update. 

In our measurement, the response time is about 26.8 msec. The response time is almost 
independent of the number of sharing machines owing to the full-replication coherence 
algorithm of the WRO (Figure 16). The 26.8 msec consists of 3.99 msec for issuing a 
window call for the resize, 6.06 msec for updating the data in a WRO, and 16.7 msec for 
re-drawing the window. From this analysis, we have confirmed that the communication 
cost in the WRO is relatively small in the whole processing cost. 

7 RELATED WORK 

Our work on the BTRON2 window system is related to several tools including other mul
tiuser interface systems and general user interface tools based on the structured graphics 
model. 

7.1 Multiuser interface systems 

Liza (Gibbs 1989), Suite (Dewan & Chaudhary 1992), and Rendezvous (Hill, et. al. 1994) 
are representative multiuser interface systems of the hybrid architecture (Dewan 1993). 
They clearly separate interaction object modules and functional core modules. Usually, 
interaction object modules are replicated on multiple machines, and functional core mod
ules are centralized in one machine. The centralized functional core modules manage 

fGMICR0/100 is a VLSI CPU based on the TRON VLSI CPU specification (Sakamura 1990) with the 
20 MHz clock cycle and 8.1 MIPS. 
§ITRON is the abbreviation of "Industrial TRON", which is a real-time kernel of the TRON-concept 
computers, and is used for a micro kernel of our system. 
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the consistence among interaction objects on multiple machines. These systems provide 
a programming framework which helps functional core programmers to implement the 
consistence management, such as constraint frameworks or object oriented programming 
frameworks. 

Our BTRON2 window system is also based on the hybrid architecture, but is different 
from above systems in the following two points. First, in our system, the distributed shared 
data are the interaction objects, not the semantics data. Second, user interface compo
nents and functional core components are connected with a distributed shared memory 
with a simple procedural interface and asynchronous events while they are convention
ally connected by message passing or constraints. These introduce the following novel 
characteristics of the BTRON2 window system as a multiuser interface system. 

User interface components and functional core components are interfaced equivalently. 
This helps the integration of several mechanisms. For example, the access control mech
anism for multiple distributed user-agents is useful for access control among application 
cores. This support the decomposition of a functional core into multiple small application 
cores, which are distributed and run in parallel. 

The simple API to WROs allows the multi-language implementation of application 
cores while most conventional systems are mono-language systems. The feature of the 
multi-language implementation enables us to apply scripting to multiuser applications. 
For the purpose, we let a script language interpreter shares a WRO of the multi-user 
application dynamically. 

GroupKit (Roseman & Greenberg 1992) is similar to the BTRON2 window system 
since it offers a facility to share interaction objects in distributed environments. It is a 
GUI-based multiuser interface toolkit, which offers single-user applications built upon 
the InterViews toolkit (Linton, et. al. 1989) with multiuser interface functions. The main 
difference between GroupKit and our system is that GroupKit is based on the replicated 
architecture. Thus, it is difficult to solve the typical problem of the replicated architecture 
that it executes semantic operations multiple times, once for each copy of the application. 
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Additionally, unlike our system, the distributed implementation of the functional core 
portion is not feasible upon GroupKit. 

7.2 GUI systems based on the structured graphics model 

The BTRON2 window system is an extension of a structured graphics model, in which 
each graphical object on a window is represented by an object in a memory. The point of 
our extension is that the memory is distributed, and modules of a multiuser application 
are loosely coupled via the memory. 

There are several systems based on structured graphic systems such as Higgens (Hudson 
& King 1986), Gamet (Myers, et. al. 1990), and Rendezvous (Hill, et. al. 1994). However, 
their data sharing function is not used for implementing consistent views among multiple 
users. Their aim is to describe the behavior declaratively by constraints between the 
model and the graphics, and to decrease the graphical maintenance tasks of application 
programmers. 

8 CONCLUSION 

This paper describes software architecture and implementation mechanism of multiuser 
interfaces of the BTRON2 environment. In terms of the multiuser interface, there are 
several novel points in our architecture as follows: 

1. It shares interaction objects in distributed environments. 
2. It offers SDSMs for the distributed sharing. 
3. It allows the distributed implementation of application core components. 

Our architecture offer advantages over other conventional systems as follows: 

1. It can provide rich multiuser interface functions such as collision-resolving, multiple 
coupling policies, telepointers, some classes of the user interface independence, and the 
functional core distribution. 

2. It does not impose strong programming frameworks on the implementation of applica
tion core components. 

3. It is integrated with other implementation frameworks of advanced user interfaces such 
as scripting, gestures, and auditory interfaces. 

As briefly shown in this paper, the BTRON2 window system supports not only the mul
tiuser interfaces but also several advanced GUis. For example, it can support distributed 
implementation of interactive G UI applications (Koshizuka & Sakamura 1993b), scripting 
(Koshizuka & Sakamura 1994), and so forth. Thus, we believe that the shared interaction 
object architecture is effective as the software architecture of GUI platforms of the next 
generation (Koshizuka & Sakamura 1995). 
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Discussion 

Jim Larson: What are your motivations for implementing geometric, medium, and object 
independence. 

Noboru Koshizuka: Handicapped users often need alternative media (e.g. voice instead of 
displayed text). Different users often prefer different interaction objects, thus we implemented 
object independence. There is no special motivation for geometric independence. 

Pedro Szekely. What about accomodating different screen sizes? 

Jim Larson: Our focus groups suggest that geometric and object independence is disruptive to 
collaboration. 

Gilbert Cockton: People can abstract, e.g. when discussing central heating problems over the 
phone when you haven't seen the furnace of controller. This is not a problem when the people 
talking have good mental models of central heating. 

Prasun Dewan: I also disagree with Jim. Humans are fickle. Different users often prefer 
different objects. This is the major motivation for ,views". Different applications may require 
different degrees of object independence. 

Pedro Szekely: In your implementation, when a client locks an object, it is completely locked, 
and no-one can do anything with it (such as read it). Have you found a need for higher 
granularity of locking? 

Noboru Koshizuka: No. When an object is locked, no other operations can act upon it. We 
haven't found this to be a problem. 

Joi!lle Coutaz: In your presentation you said that locking is performed at the object level. Can 
you set it up at a fmer grain? For example, can you implement MMM (can a rectangle be 
modified by 2 users at once, where one changes the size while the other changes the color)? 

Noboru Koshizuka: No. Locking is at the whole object level. 

Christophe Furet: You said that you need to write some translation between application core 
objects and interaction objects. If this is the case, the application core is not truly independent. 

Noboru Koshizuka: It is easy to write these translations. We've found no need to automate this 
process. 

Helmut Stiegler: Will BTRON be made available on other platforms? 

Noboru Koshizuka: The earlier version was, but right now we're building the next version for a 
single platform, based upon ITRON as the OS. 


